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Abstract: Many studies have

of

been

head geometry features

performed on the

on

fficts

electroencephalograms
(EEG, and on the accuracy with which electrical brain
sources can be localised fro* these measurements. We
evaluated the need of considering brain lesions in realistic

head models for precise mapping of neural activity. The
fficts of neglecting brain lesions in EEG dipole source
localisation accuracy hqve been evaluated by computer
simulations for dffirent pathologic conditions, source types
and source positions by means of a realistic 3-D finite

dffirence method (FDM) head model. We found
localisation errors up to 2 cm, concluding that source
localisation process is largely affected by a nearby lesion
and thus electrical mapping of brain activity must be

performed embedding brain lesions in the head model,

INTRODUCTION

magnetic resonance images (Mzus). We show here the
effect of the lesion on the EEG inverse dipole solution to
identiff the situations in which the lesion must be included
in the head model to correctly estimate the active brain
areas in presence of morphologic anomalies. Clearly,
neglecting the inhomogeneity in HM leads to a lack of
adherence between HM and reality and a localisation enor
(LE) should be expected.
We identified a number of situations in which lesion
inclusion in HM is required. We found out the potentially

problematic situations analysing the simulated scalp
measured potentials (obtained solving the bioelectric
forward problem). In fact, if the scalp potential distribution
produced by a source in a reference HM (embedding the
lesion) is well approximated by that produced by the same
source in a simplified HM, this latter could be considered
adequate. On the contrary,

EEG measurements are mostly used for diagnostic
purposes by direct analysis of signal pattern, but they are
also used to localise neural activity. An accurate knowledge
of the position of brain neural sources is important for both
basic research and applied fields and can help
neurosurgeons determining the optimum pathway to reach
and remove brain lesions without damaging important brain
active regions along the pathway to the lesion and near it.
Many studies have shown that various features of head
geometry, such as the presence of the low conductivity
skull, the general nonspherical head shape, etc., can have
significant effects on the EEGs and reduce the accuracy of
EEG brain source localisation with errors up to I cm.

ITALY

if

scalp distributions differ, a LE

might be expected. We show here that the entity of LE,
rather than potentials similarity, provides the proper
definition of model complexity in relation to source
reconstruction accuracy requirement.

METHODS
The study is conducted using a three-dimensional (3-D)

realistic head model with the finite difference method
(FDM) [3]. FDM allows to increase the complexity of HM
keeping constant the computational load for bioelectric

However, no studies have been performed on the effects
presence of brain lesions. Being their conductivity

forward problem solution. The model was constructed out
of MRI scans and represents the upper part of the head.
Based on these scans a semiautomatic segmentation
procedure was used to distinguish between the different
tissue types in the head. The resulting pathological HM

of the surrounding tissues,

(called P-HM) embedded the following compartments:

of the

extremely different from that

brain lesions cause a strong electrical inhomogeneity in the
head. Simplifoing the volume conductor, neglecting
inhomogeneities, may result in source localisation effor.
Including a lesion in a head model (HM) is part of the
most general problem of HM complexity definition (i.e.
number of compartments). In absence of pathologic
anomalies, image segmentation methods, which identiff
HM compartments, can benefit from automatic procedures
to increase the number of compartments, being their shapes

in bioimages predictable.

scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), white matter, grey
matter (these 5 used to build normal HM, called N-HM)
and the lesion. The 6 different tissue types used to describe
the conductivities in the head are given in Table l. Two
lesion conductivity values have been adopted to simulate a
calcified tumour (3.3mS/m) or an oedema (0.99S/m). Fig. I
shows a MRI scan and the corresponding FDM model
section. The model consisted of a three-dimensional anay
of nodes, each node having a conductivity value obtained

Conversely,

from the MRl-derived conductivity model. To solve the

lesions have unpredictable geometrical and electrical

forward problem, a linear system of equations was set up
and solved iteratively by means of the successive overrelaxation method. The calculated scalp potentials were
then used to identiff the best-fit dipole using either the NHM or the P-HM. Finding the best-fit dipole is a problem
of optimum in which an objective function RDM, defined

and their contrast

properties and manual segmentation methods are required

for identifying pathological tissue [2], with a

consequent

extra load which must be justified by real need.

The aim of this work is to investigate the effects
produced on EEG dipole source localisation by having
neglected a brain lesion in a realistic HM identified from

as follows:
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EEG is similar to the expected one, there are no guarantees
of committing a small localisation error when a N-HM is
adopted in presence of brain lesions.
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is minimised using the Nelder-Mead implementation of the
simplex method [4]. Vio are the resulting potential values of
the forward calculation using the P-HM and V;n is the value
computed at the same point using the N-HM during source
reconstruction.
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Head MRI scan (left) and coresponding section
of the pathologic head model (right).

Figure

Table

l:

Tissue conductivit

Tissue Conductivit

Scalp
Skull
csF

0.35

0.004125
1.00

Tissue

Conductivit

matter
0.2
Grey matter
0.33
Lesion 0.0033or 0.99

White

cases lesion conductivity was

3

times that

of

the

surounding tissue.
CONCLUSIONS

In presence of pathology, it is better to always include

RESULTS

the pathologic formation as a separate compartment

The scalp potential distributions have been calculated
for 30 sources either on N-HM or on P-HM. The results
have been compared (normal - N-V vs. pathological - P-V
potential maps) showing that the relations among source,
lesion (inhomogeneity) and electrodes positions play a
crucial role in differentiate the scalp potential maps (see
also [5]). For a cortical dipole far away from the lesion the
potential maps (P-HM vs. N-HM) differ

of only

few

percentage and the reconstructed sources are close to the
real ones, independently on the chosen HM type (N/P) for
the inverse problem solution. In other cases, the normal and
pathological potential maps are very different, and large
localisation errors show up. For example, Fig. 2A shows
the potential along a coronal scalp meridian for a radial

dipole internal to the lesion (to simulate a not
circumscripted tumour) where the relative difference
between the two curves reaches the l28o/o. Reconstructing a
source position from the N-V map (i.e. by using the N-HM)
leads to a mislocation of l6.5mm with respect to the "real"

position

Figure 2: Profiles of the potential maps along a coronal
scalp meridian (from head vertex to ear) produced by: (A) a
radial dipole internal to the brain lesion and (B) a tangential
dipole above the lesion. P: P-V potential map (calculated
with P-HM); N: N-V potential map (with N-HM). In both

of the source producing an identical P-V

might give a rough indication on the entity of source
location error due to the use of a simplified head model.
Moreover, other local inhomogeneities, neglected in the
segmentation procedure, could further reduce localisation
accuracy and thus an approach within which these source
errors are considered is mandatory.
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